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New products for India’s leather industry
•
•
•
•

Broad range of leather chemicals
Products for a diverse array of quality requirements
Innovative tanning and retanning technologies
Specialties for leather for the automotive industry

Cologne – From February 1 to 3, 2020, specialty chemicals company
LANXESS will be showcasing its comprehensive product range in the
field of leather chemicals at the India International Leather Fair (IILF)
in Chennai, India. The extensive portfolio for manufacturing leather
for shoes, clothing, furniture, and the automotive industry comprises
mineral and synthetic tanning agents, preservatives, retanning
agents, and fatliquoring agents. The range also includes dyes and
numerous finishing products.
In addition to leather goods such as shoes, bags, and items of
clothing displayed to demonstrate the versatility of leather in terms of
its application and processing, LANXESS will present a number of
innovative products and system solutions for the various stages of
leather production.
New for beamhouse operations
LANXESS technology increases the efficiency of beamhouse
operations processes and makes it possible to reduce basic
chemicals and the pollution of the wastewater. “Thanks to our
process based on Peltec C and Blancorol HP which has been
specially developed for India we can significantly reduce the amount
of total dissolved solids and achieve high-quality leather at the same
time,” says Dr. Thomas Brackemeyer, who is responsible for the
global organic leather chemicals business in the LANXESS Leather
business unit.
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Peltec X-Zyme SN, a newly developed soaking enzyme, can improve
the COD (chemical oxygen demand) value considerably. Because
this product does not exhibit any proteolytic activity, it does not affect
the collagen itself and is thus also safe to use in a longer soaking
process. Peltec UEP is a special liming enzyme that supports
unhairing by loosening the hair roots and cleans the grain. As a
result, less sulfide can be used in the liming process.
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A new brochure that also contains information about recent
developments including Tanigan UW, Tanigan 3LF liquid, and
Tanigan FT has been created to provide information about the latest
“made in Germany” syntans. Leather goods that are manufactured
using these LANXESS syntans are typically characterized by
excellent heat resistance, high light fastness, and good fullness.
These products possess a high tanning effect combined with low
monomer and salt levels. As a result, they exhibit very low TDS (total
dissolved solids) potential.
A patent application has been submitted for Tangian HS, which is a
light and heat-resistant, synthetic replacement tanning agent for the
tanning and retanning of very full, soft, and almost white leather with
a smooth grain. Due to its high tanning effect, this product is ideal for
chromium-free and organic tanning systems such as the
X-Tan process technology.
The new synthetic product Tanigan PM disperses and accelerates
the penetration of retanning agents, vegetable tannins and dyes,
leading to improved filling and tightness as well as leather with a
more uniform color.
Levotan AM is a new amphoteric retanning agent that reduces dye
consumption and increases the fixation of other additives, thereby
reducing chemical oxygen demand by approximately 40 to
50 percent. This product can replace a conventional retanning
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acrylate and is ideal for all leather articles including demanding items
such as leather for the automotive industry and waterproof
applications.
Levotan WS is a new, innovative, full polymer-based waterproofing
agent. This microemulsion ensures high-performance waterproofing.
It can be used together with the Levotan WRP and Levotan XB
polymers.
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With the Baygenal AC range, LANXESS is offering a new and
compact selection of dyes that perfectly complements the existing
LANXESS core color palette. This enables the maximum number of
colors with the least amount of products.
Finishing as a system
LANXESS offers water based Aquaderm X-Pigments and dyes from
the Levaderm range for leather finishing. All types of waxes and oils
from the brand Euderm are ideal to manufacture fashionable shoes
and leather goods such as bags.
Among the specialties for manufacturing leather for the automotive
industry is Aquaderm XL 1010, one of the latest innovations from
LANXESS in the field of polyisocyanate crosslinkers. In addition to its
exceptionally good physical properties, this product enables further
reductions in volatile organic compounds (VOC) and odor, which is
especially important in automotive applications. Aquaderm XL 1010
itself is virtually VOC-free and odorless.
Primal Fleshcoat AR-2 Emulsion allows further reductions in
emissions, thereby bringing volatile compounds down to a minimum.
This makes it possible to significantly reduce any unwanted
formaldehyde and acetaldehyde emissions escape from the leather.
Very low-solvent finishing systems call for highly effective active
ingredients to ensure the best possible flow of chemicals on the
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leather. Aquaderm Fluid E is a new addition to the LANXESS range
of flow control agents. It has a high leveling effect and gives the
leather exceptional physical character. Aquaderm Additive XF is a
highly concentrated, BTEX-free, high-performance silicone emulsion
that meets the toughest standards for the mechanical properties of
leather such as abrasion resistance.
Additional detailed information about LANXESS products for the
leather industry can be found on the website at
http://leather.lanxess.com.
LANXESS is a leading specialty chemicals company with sales of EUR 7.2 billion in
2018. The company currently has about 15,500 employees in 33 countries and is
represented at 57 production sites worldwide. The core business of LANXESS is the
development, manufacturing and marketing of chemical intermediates, additives,
specialty chemicals and plastics. LANXESS is listed in the leading sustainability indices
Dow Jones Sustainability Index (DJSI World and Europe) and FTSE4Good.
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Forward-Looking Statements
This company release contains certain forward-looking statements, including
assumptions, opinions, expectations and views of the company or cited from third party
sources. Various known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors could cause
the actual results, financial position, development or performance of LANXESS AG to
differ materially from the estimations expressed or implied herein. LANXESS AG does
not guarantee that the assumptions underlying such forward-looking statements are free
from errors nor does it accept any responsibility for the future accuracy of the opinions
expressed in this presentation or the actual occurrence of the forecast developments. No
representation or warranty (expressed or implied) is made as to, and no reliance should
be placed on, any information, estimates, targets and opinions, contained herein, and no
liability whatsoever is accepted as to any errors, omissions or misstatements contained
herein, and accordingly, no representative of LANXESS AG or any of its affiliated
companies or any of such person's officers, directors or employees accept any liability
whatsoever arising directly or indirectly from the use of this document.
Information for editors:
All LANXESS news releases and their accompanying photos can be found at
http://press.lanxess.com. Recent photos of the Board of Management and other
LANXESS image material are available at http://photos.lanxess.com.
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You can find further information concerning LANXESS chemistry in our WebMagazine at
http://webmagazine.lanxess.com.
Follow us on Twitter, Facebook, Linkedin and YouTube:
http://www.twitter.com/LANXESS
http://www.facebook.com/LANXESS
http://www.linkedin.com/company/lanxess
http://www.youtube.com/lanxess
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From February 1 to 3, 2020, LANXESS will be at the India
International Leather Fair (IILF) in Chennai, India, with its
comprehensive product range in the field of leather chemicals. The
Leather business unit will present the latest developments and
system solutions from its extensive portfolio at a stand measuring
135 square meters. Photo: LANXESS AG

